Do electrical parameters of the cardiac cycle reflect the corresponding mechanical intervals as the heart rate changes?
The evoked QT interval can be detected beat by beat through an implanted pacing system. The correlation between the right ventricular paced QT interval and the left ventricular systolic interval is not known. The aim of our study was to collect data on the correlation between QT and systolic and diastolic indexes at different heart rates in patients with dual-chamber rate-responsive pacemakers. The study involved 13 patients [67 +/- 9 years; ejection fraction (EF) 52 +/- 10%] with standard indication for dual-chamber pacing. Patients were evaluated at rest in the supine position. The AV delay was set at 130 ms, and the pacing rate was increased from 90 to 130 bpm (10 bpm steps for 3 min). At the end of each 3 min step, QT intervals were automatically evaluated in real time by means of pacemaker telemetry. We also evaluated heart performance by means of echo-2D (end-diastolic/end-systolic volumes, EF) and echo-Doppler measurements [left ventricular ejection time (LVET) and diastolic filling time (LVDFT), aortic velocity time integral, and systolic volume] and systemic arterial pressure. The QT interval progressively decreased from 330 +/- 20 to 280 +/- 10 ms as the pacing rate was increased from 90 to 130 bpm. The correlation between the QT interval and LVET as a function of the pacing rate was R(2) = 0.966, indicating a good and relatively parallel trend in these two parameters. The correlation between RR-QT (reflecting electrical diastole) and LVDFT (reflecting mechanical diastole) was R(2) = 0.975. The index LVET/QT (ratio between mechanical and electrical systole) was constant in the range 90-120 bpm, but significantly decreased at 130 bpm: the mechanical LVET shortens more than the electrical QT does at the highest heart rates. In paced patients at rest and during artificially increased heart rates, QT interval dynamics is closely correlated with changes in ejection time, thus constituting an electrical parameter of systolic time. A similar correlation exists between RR-QT, as a diastolic electrical interval, and the DFT.